Day#1:

7:00-8:00  Registration

8:00-8:50  Introduction  {Divider #1}
           Clancy & Brunson

9:00-10:15  Protected Interests  {Divider #2}
            Troy

10:25-11:00  Small Group Discussions:  Troy to draft

11:10-12:00  “Standing”:  who has a protected interest  {Divider #3}
             Clancy

1:00-2:30  What is a “Search?”  {Divider #4}
            Troy

2:45-3:20  Small Group Discussions:  Quon  --Clancy to draft

3:30-5:00  Private Search Doctrine, Voluntary Exposure, Assumption of Risk  {Divider #5}
           McGinnis

Day#2:

8:00-8:50  Consent  {Divider #6}
           Troy

8:50-9:50  Types of Seizures:  stops and arrests  {Divider #7}
           Clancy

10:00-10:50  Justification for Stops and Arrests; Informants  {Divider #8}
              Clancy

11:00-11:50  Small Group Discussions:  VA v. Harris  --Clancy to draft

1:00-2:15  Overview of Reasonableness Standards  {Divider #9}
           Clancy

2:30-4:00  Searches Without Warrants, part #1  {Divider #10}
           McGinnis

4:15-5:00  Small group discussions  --McGinnis to draft
Day#3:

8:00-8:50  Searches without Warrants, part #2  {Divider #11}
           McGinnis

9:00-9:50  Searches Incident to Arrest (including automobiles) and other auto searches  {Divider #12}
           Holmes

10:00-10:50  Small Discussion Groups  --Holmes to draft

11:00-12:00  Search Execution Issues  {Divider #13}
             Nowlin

1:00-2:30  Warrant Issuance and Review  {Divider #14}
           Clancy

2:45-3:30  Small Group Discussions  --Clancy to draft

3:45-5:00  Motion Hearings Practice  {Divider #15}
           McGinnis & Holmes

Day#4:

8:00-8:50  “Search Warrant Workshop”  {Divider #16}
           Holmes & Nowlin

9:00-9:50  Exclusionary Rule, part I  {Divider #17}
           Nowlin

10:00-11:00  Exclusionary Rule, part II  {Divider #17 continued}
             Nowlin

11:15-12:00  Small Group Discussions  --Nowlin to draft

1:00-2:30  Computers and Digital Evidence  {Divider #18}
           Clancy

2:30-3:00  Evaluations & Graduation